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THE DELAMINATING 
DISASTER 
Introduction 

The 28 February 2019 decision as to liability fo, the 
Lacrosse Tower fires of November 2014 will ser,d 
shockwaves through the construction industr).fl 1 
The lire was caused by a discarded cigarette butt 
that ultimateJy ignited Aluminium Composite 
Panelling ("ACP") on the fa~ade of the 21 st01ey 
apartment block. The industry has been waiting 
with baited breath to find out who might be liable 
for the $12.7 million cost to compensate the 
building owners for repair of the lire damage and 
replacement of the dadding with an alternative 
produce 

The ACP used in the Lacrosse Tower was 
constructed with two layers of 0.5mm thick 
aluminium sheeting between which was 
sandwiched a core layer of about 4mm in thickness 
of 100% polyethylene. The material is strong, lght 
weight. easily bem to a shape and offers long term 
aesthetic appeal. in the last two decades its use in 
Australia has become widespread, including on the 
facades of hundreds of high-rise apartment blocks. 
Across the world there have been dozens of fit<?s 
similar to the Lacrosse lire, some resulting fn 
fatalities. 

The evidence in the Lacrosse case showed that ACP, 
when subjected to significant heat by way of a lire. 
delaminates. The deiamination exposes the ln:erior 
polyethylene layer to flame and oxygen. Some have 
described the polyethylene layer as 'frozen petrol'. 
The polyethylene then liquHies resultfng in an 
extremely rapid escalation of fire. 

The Proceedings 

The owners of Lacrosse sued the builder for s 12.7 
million, essentially for constructing an unsafe 
building, constructed with ACP cladding. The 
builder denied liability but said that, if It was at 
faul~ the fire engineer, the archi tect and the 
building certifier ("the Professionals") should 
reimburse it for its liability. The builder said it had 
relied upon their professional expertise when it 
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incorporated ACP cladding into the design and 
construction of lacrosse. 

The Building Code 

As with all buildings in Australia, Lacrosse was 
required to comply with the BCA(2) applicable at 
the time of its construction. 

Compliance with the BCA can be achieved by two 
paths; stria compliance, known as deemed to 
satisfy compliai,ce, ('DTS") or allernatlvely, a 
performance•based compliance. Where a 
performance-based solution is adopted. an 
assessment Is made as to whether, notwithstanding 
tl>e literal non-compliance of the method or 
product, the performance of the building is safe if 
the method or product is adopted. In the Lacrosse 
project. the use of ACP was said to be a DTS 
solution. Hence, it was necessary that it complied, 
in every respect, with the literal requirements of the 
BCA. The BCA required the cladding of Lacrosse to 
be "non-<ombustible: subject 10 any exclusions. 

In the proceedings, two exclusion clauses in the 
BCA were relied upon as a justification for the DTS 
use of ACPcladdlng on Lacrosse:Clause Cl.12 and 
Clause 2.4. 

The Clause Cl .12 exclusion 

Clouse C 1.12 of rhe BCA allowed for the use of 
combustible bonded laminated materials where-

{i) each laminate is non-combustible; and 

(ii/ eoch adhesive layer does not exceed I mm in 
thickness; and 

(Ill/ the torol thickness of rhe adhesive foyers does not 
exceed 2 mm: and 

(Iv) the Spread-of-Flame Index and rhe Smoke 
Developed Index of rhe lominared material as o whole 
does nor exceed O and 3 respectively. 
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le was suggested that ACP was allowable under this 
exclusion as the "laminate" In (1) of the definition 
was either a reference to the aluminium outer skins, 
or alternatively, a reference to the entire composite 
panel. In other words, it could not be referring to 
the central layer of polyethylene. 

Woodward J said "laminate"in Cl .12(f)(i): 

"connot, as a morterol construc-rion, mean the same 
rhing as "banded lominared mareria/s•- rhe pan 
/"laminare"J musr be somerhing less rhon rhe whole 
("bonded laminared materials")." 

Woodward J then said: 

"rhe process oflaminorlon rhor results In o "bonded 
laminated material" involves rhe binding or 
connecting togerher (relevantly, by an adhesive) of a 
5uccession (lhal is, rwo or more) of layers of one or 
more materials. Having identified the composite 
product in rhose rerms, followed by rhe word 
"where• /In rhe sense of "In which"), I consider rhar rhe 
immedlarely fol/owing expression •each laminare• can 
only refer to each of the bonded layers thar rogethe.r 
comprise the "bonded laminated,. 

Woodward J added: 
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"In my view, Ir Is unrenab/e co suggest In effea chouhe 
provisions would 1/mic Individual layers ro no more 
than 1mm ond (in the case of adhesives) too 
moximum thickness of Z mm, and ignore entirely a 
highly combustible layer of polyerhylene with a 
thickness ... between 3mm and Smm· 

The result of this interpretation, while anticipated 
and perhaps predictable. is significant. The middle 
layer of ACP. the highly flammable "frozen petrol" 
polyethylene layer, had to be non-combustible for 
the use of ACP to be a DTS solution, Obviously, this 
was not the case. Therefore, ACP should never have 
been used as DTS external cladding in a situation 
such as Lacrosse. 

The Clause Q .4 exclusion 

The relevant part of clause C2.4 of Specification 
Cl .1 of the BCA is as follows: 

2AAttochments not lo impair lire·reslstance 

/a) A combustible mareriol may be used as a finish 
or lining 100 wall or roof, orln o sign, sunscreen or 
blind, owning, or or her orrochmenr ro a bu//dlng 
elemenr which hos rhe required FRL if-
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(I) the materlal .•. complles wlrh the fire hazard 
properties prescribed in ••• Clouse 2 of Specificotion 
Cl. 10 ... :ond ... 

(Ill) It does not otherwise constlwte an undue risk of 
fire spread via the fa~ade of the building. 

Woodward J rejected the expert evidence 
suggesting the ACP could be considered a •finish" 
noting the reference in C 1.1 Oto "a paint, vornish, 
lacquer or similar finish ... ~ It is a principle of 
interpretation, that the meaning of a word, derived 
from its use in context in a document, is to be given 
the same meaning, when used elsewhere in the 
document. Given this principle, It Is no1 surprising 
Woodward J observed that: 

•1r is for from clear to me how o produCl with the 
structure composWon and dimensions of on ACP thoc 
Is affixed using studwo1k and provides both 
weatherproofing and acoustic benefits, can be 
described as a ' linish~ 

The builder's liability 

Judge Woodward found the builder, although in 
breach of its contract with the owners, had no1 been 
negligent when it relied on the Professionals as to 
using ACP and was entitled to reimbursement from 
them. Under s59 of Wrongs Act 1959 (Vic), the 
Professionals would have been able to defend this 
claim on the basis that the use of ACP was 
widespread among their peers, provided the 
widespread practice was not unreasonable. 
Significantly, the Judge found that it was one of the 
rare cases whe-re a widespread practice was 
irrational and therefore unreasonable. 

Conclusion 

Judge Woodward found that the use of ACP 
cladding on Lacrosse was not a DTS solution under 
the SCA. On that basis, the builder was In breach of 
its obilgalions to the individual owne, s of Lacrosse 
and was primarily liable for 100'!o of the 
compensation required. However, His Honour said 
the builder was en tided 10 rely on the Professionals 
and therefore should be reimbursed by them. 
Ultimately, liability for the fire was di,tributed to 
each of them in the following proportions; 

• Fire Engineer - 39% 

• Building Certifier - 33% 
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• Architect - 25% 

The remaining 3% was attributed to the cigarette 
smoker in Apartment 805. 

Where to from here 

The decision has enormous ramifications for the 
property and construction industry in Australia. In 
effect. the central layer of any form of ACP used as 
DTS external cladding on a type A building must be 
non-combustible. 

In relation to existing type A buildings clad with ACP, 
the case raises serious Issues as to the safety of their 
occupiers, their market value, owners' obligal,ions to 
disclose the existence of ACP cladding when rent ing 
and selling. and the liability of bodies corporate and 
owners, to tenants. Contractors and advisers who 
have completed buildings of this type within !he last 
10 years should notify their Insurers and seek 
Information as to exposure. 

Contractors and their advisers should seek advice as 
to the terms of their contracts to be11er understand 
their exposure to liability. 
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